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The importance of symbolical language consists not only in its simplicity
and accessibility to the large audience of uneducated people. This paper deals
with the Trinitarian analogies that were commonly used by the Arabic-
speaking Christian theologians in the formative period of Christian theology in
Arabic. The primary task of this research is to demonstrate the importance of
symbolical language in Trinitarian theology and its theological terms, which
are for the most part short metaphors that are easily learned. The terms con-
tained in the analogies are presented in the context of the doctrinal notions to
which they refer. The paper ends with a juxtaposition of the terms found in the
analogies, divided into four categories: threeness, distinction, sameness, and
oneness.
1) The following abbreviations are used in the article:
Aso QuttaA, al-Ab = Theodore Aso QuttaA, Maymar yuhaqqiqu annahu la yulzamu I-
Nusaru an yaqulu lalalat aliha itI yaquluna I-Jb ilah wa-I-Ibn ilah wa-Rub al-gudus (ilah)
wu-annu I-rib wu-I-Ibn wa-Rub al-Qudus ilah wa-law huna hull wahid minhum tamm 'ala
hidatihi, in Constantin BAcHA, Muyumir fawudurus Abi gurrah Usquf Hanan (Melba'at al-
fawa'id, Beirut, 1904), pp. 23-47.
ABO QuattA, Maymar ji wugud = Theodore ABO QuaaA, Maymur fl wugud ul-gatiq
wa-Itin ut-qawrm, in Louis CHatano, "«Mrurrrrar tr'-Trrrrrrrs Ahr gurrufr waylaidat-baliit wa-l-din al- qawim» ", in al-Matriq 15 (1912), pp. 757-774, 825-842.
AwAD, Orthodoxy = Najib 6. AwAo, Orthodoxy in Arabic Terms. A Study of Theodore
Abu gurrah 's Theology in its Islamic Context (Walter de Gruyter, Boston - Berlin, 2015).
CAEPAR, "Les versions arabes" = Robert CAEPAK, "Lcs versions arabcs du dialogue
entre le Catholicos Timothde I et le Calife Al-Mahdi (He/Iile siecle) «Mohammed a suivi la
voie des prophetes»", in Islamochristiano 3 (1977), 107-175.
HADDAD, La trinite = Rachid HADDAD, La trinitd divine chez les thdologiens arabes
(750-/050) (Beauchesne, Paris, 1985).
IBN 'Aoi, Maqala fi Sihhut = Yahya IBN 'AoI, Maqala fi Sihhut i 'tiqad ul-iiasaru fl I-
Bgri ' 'rirra wu-Jluiiu annahu guwhur wrihid du talat si)ut, in Augustin pgatett, petits traitds
apologetiques de Yahyd ben 'Adi (J. Gabalda Editeur, Paris, 1920), pp. 11-23.
IBN Ai; TAvvui, Maqalaft I-tatltl = IBN At,-TAvvts, Maqala fi I-tallit, in Guard Taou-psAu, "Le traits sur 1'unite et la trinite de 'Abd Allah ibn al-Tayyib", in purOr 2 (1971), pp,
IBN AL TAvvts, Maqala fi I tallit wu I tawhid = IBN ALTAVVIB, Maqalafi I tatht wa I-tawhrd, in Gbrard TaouPEAU, "Traitb du docte Ab a I-Fera) 'Abd Allah ibn al-Tayyib sur la
Trinite et I'UnitÃ, in Bidleti n d'Etudes Orientales 25 (1972), pp. 105-123.
Rcx oaMA, "Hikayat" = Barbara RoooEMA, "Hikayat amtal wa asmar...King Parables
in Melkite Apologetic Literature", in Rifaat EstpD gr, Herman TEUI.E, Studies in the Christian
Arabic Heritage in Honour of Father Prof. Dr. Samir Khultl Samir at the Occasion of hisSixty-Fifth Birthday (Peeters, Leuven - Paris - Dudley, 2004), pp. 113-131.
TiMDTHv I, rtl-muhuwaruh = Tsviorsv I, Al-muhawaruh al-diniyya allatigurat bayna I-
palifah al-Mahdi wa Timatawus al-gatliq, in Robert CAEPAK, "Les versions arabes du dia-
logue entre le Catholicos Timothde I et le Calife Al-Mahdi (II'/III' sibcle) rdvlohammed a
suivi la voie des prophetes»", in Islamochristiana 3 (1977), pp. 125-152.
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INTRODUCTION
Austin Farrer, in his book Finite and Infinite, observed that "the revela-
tion has to be thought about to be received, and can be thought about only by
the aid of words or finite images; and these cannot signify of God unless the
appropriate 'mode of signification' functions in our minds". The reception
of revelation requires it to become "comprehensible" or "readable" for hu-
man mind. In symbolical theology, the images used are not only limited il-
lustrations of the mysterious realities that they represent, but, unlike "theo-
logical definitions", they offer more space to "contain" the Uncontainable.
The images that Farrer speaks about are represented by numerous Trinitarian
analogies present in the writings of the Arab Christian theologians. They
widely used these simple examples, taken fi'om daily life and human experi-
ence, in order to make the aspects of their faith understandable.
The study of the analogies in the Arab Christian theological legacy has
not received much attention. This is attested by the small number of the sec-
ondary studies dedicated to the matter. More than two decades ago, the Swe-
dish orientalist, Bo Holmberg, wrote an article dealing with the concept of
analogy in the Arab Christian thought. Regarding the secondary studies on the
analogies used in Christian tradition, there is an interesting work by Harry
Austryn Wolfson on the philosophy of the Church Fathers, in which the author
also deals with the Trinitarian analogies in both Greek and Latin texts. An
important work concerning the Arab Christian theological legacy, and the
Trinitarian analogies in particular, was written by Rachid Haddad; and the
relatively recent publication in this area of studies by Barbara Roggema .
The aim of this paper is not to analyze the analogies with respect to
their appropriateness but to answer the question concerning the role that the
Trinitarian analogies played in the transmission of the theological terminolo-
gy used for the Trinity. Some metaphors were used not only to illustrate the
2) Austin FARRER, Finite and lnfmite (Deere Press, London, Mcmillau, New York,
3) gee Bo HoLMEERo, "The Concept of Analogy in Christian Arabic Thought", in Reijo
TRYORINoJA dr Auja Iukeri LEHTINEN 8r, Dagftnn FOLLEsoAL, Knowledge and the Sciences in
Medieval Philosophy. Proceedings of the Eight International Congress of Medieval Philoso-
phy (S LE.P.M) (Acta pbilosophica Feuaica, Helsingfors, 1990), pp. 399-400; Hairy Austryn
woLrsoN, The Philosophy of the church Fathers (Harvard University Press, cambridge,
1956); Rachid HAIIDAII, La trinitd divine chez les theologiens arabes (750-1050j (Beauch-
esne, paris, 1985); Barbara RoooEMA, "Hiksyst emu|I wa asmar... King parables in Melkite
Apologetic Literature", in Rifaat BEIEII 8c Herman TEUI.E, Studies in the Christian Arabic
Heritage in Honour of Father Prof. Dr. Samir IChalil Samir at the Occasion of his Stxty-Fish




ture was also subject to change.
belief in the Triune God, but they also contained expressions to familiarize
the readers and listeners with the terms necessary for a proper theological
discourse. Since symbolical language seems to have been very important for
the Eastern christians, I assume that the analogies could be used to diffuse
the terminology in Arabic, which at that time was in its formative stage .
Over time, the role played by analogies in theological discourse was chang-
ing. It is worth noting that, along with the variability of that role, their struc-
Here, I will present twelve analogies, composed by six authors f'rom the
three major Christian denominations of the Near East. The texts were written
between the middle of the 9'" and the 11'" centuries. Eleven analogies will be
cited in extenso, along with their doctrinal notion; as to the twelfth analogy,
because of its length, it will be only described. This paper will end with a
juxtaposition of the theological terminology that appears in the analogies of
In my research, I found puzzling what analogy really is with respect to
its textual context. Although most are concise expressions, contained in one
or two phrases, others, on the contrary, have a more complex structure. Log-
ically, these analogies, il' limited only to their metaphorical dimension,
would sometimes be incomprehensible outside of their doctrinal notion or
theological setting. Therefore, I find it justified to read each analogy within
its context. Moreover, we can also notice how analogies are integrated into
the doctrinal discourse they cottcem. Most of them are linked to the doctrinal
notion by means of special vocabulary that puts them into relation with the
daedal teaching and expresses their imperfect, metaphorical character,
the Trinity and some conclusions.
1. DOCTRINAL NOTION
The very nature of analogy requires it to be related to a reality that it is
intended to visualize. In theological treatises of Arab Christian authors, the
analogies are usually either preceded or followed by the exposition of the
doctrine. This locus is a doctrinal notion that plays the role of a logical
placement for most of the analogies presented in this paper. Usually the doc-
trinal notion highlights certain features of presented doctrine and determines
the use of a particular analogy. Given that it is present in most of the meta-
4) Cf. Sebastian Bttoctc "The Christology of the Church of the East", in Sebastian
SRocK, Fire Pum Heaven. Studier in Syriuc Theology und Lnurgy (Ashgatc, Aldershot,
2006), ill, p. I 65.
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phors on the Trinity, one may infer that, in many cases, the doctrinal notion
is an inseparable part of (some) analogies.
Regarding the variety of concepts, we can recognize the following
schemes of the (N)otion - (A)nalogy relation in the writings of the following
a) Timothy I: N-A-N-A and N-A-A-N',
b) AbQ Qurra: A-N', A N', and N-A-N",
c) Eutychius of Alexandria: (N-) A,
d) Abu Ra'ita: N-A',
e) Ibn 'Adi: (N-)A-N",
f) Ibn al-Tayyib: (N-)A' .
Generally, these schemes may be reduced to the following ones:
a) N-A, and more complex:
b) N-A-A-N,
c) N-A-N-A, and isolated:
d) (N-) A.
The doctrinal notions are always related to analogies (sometimes vice
versa) by means of vocabulary' . This vocabulary plays an important role as
a "bridge" that, on the one hand, connects an analogy to specific theological
content and, also on the other, extends its presence in a simile, while outlin-
ing the analogy's textual limits. Analogies that are placed between the two
doctrinal notions gain a higher sense of validity. The table below depicts
how this particular vocabulary is used.
authors:
5) TIMoTHY 1, Al-muhawarah„pp. 129, 130-13 I.
6) Cf. Ano QHRRA, al-Ab, p. 34.
7) Ann QURRA, al-Ab, p. 36.
8) CI: Auc QHRR A, Maymar fl mrgu d, pp. 224-225.
9) Thc analogy of the Sun presented by Pseudo-Eutychius (Bulrus ibn Naslas al-Bayt
Ra's) is not preceded by typical, short doctrinal notion but rather placed in a long doctrinal
explanation. Eurvcrinrs or ALexANoRIA, Kltab al-Burhan, in Pierre CAciirh (ed.), Eutychius
iif Alexandria - The Book of the Demonstration (Kitab a!-Brrrhcm), CSCO, vol. 192,
Scriptores Arabici, voL 20 (Secrdtariat du CSCO, Louvain, 1960), part I, pp. 33-34 (n. 47).
10) Cf. Hah& Ann Rit'I1'A, The first Rlsala: On the Iloly Trinity, in Sandra Toenies
KEATINo, Defending the '"People of Truth" in the Islamic Period. The Apologies of Abu
Rai'la (Brill, Leiden, 2006), pp. 185-187; Habrb Anrr RA'ITA, Rtsalu f iilhat din al-nasranlyya
wa-ttbdt al-Tdlttf al-muqaddas, in sandra Toenles KRA'I'INo, Defending the "People of Truth"
in the Islamic Period. The Apologies of Abu Ra'lta (Brill, Lelden, 2006), p. 112.
11) lnN 'Aol, Maqala jr' sihhat, pp. 12-14.
12) IBN AL-JAY YIB, Irlaqa!a fi I-tatlrt wa-l-tawhid, p. 109.
13) Cl: RoooHMA, "Hiksyst", p. 122.
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2. INTRODUCTORY VOCABULARY
The table below contains the introductory vocabulary that is found in
the most of Trinitarian analogies presented in this paper. To begin, the apol-
ogists tend to use the following words: AW (l ikewise), LS' (as, just as), d
(as, like), as well as 4. ' (this is like), a1~ (at the rauk of, equal to), andJ' y
(likeness, metaphor). As for the expressions used alternatively to refer back
to the doctrinal notion, the following may be listed: ~1 cAW (also),
JiLt(resembling, similar, comparable).
Author Aualo




Butrus ibn Nastas al-Bayt Ra's
Ibn 'Adr
Ibn al-Tayyib &3 J'3
Table I. Introductory vocabulary
In the following sections, the selected Trinitarian analogies will be
briefly characterized and their text and theological terminology presented.
Timothy I's disputation with the Caliph al-Mahdi was originally in Ar-
abic, but its oldest written version is preserved in Syriac' . Among the many
14) Cf. GCAL 133 (1947), 35:2; Martin H>:tMOturrwna, "Timothy 1: Letler 59", 1n Da-
vid TBOMAs, Barbara RooaFMA (eda), Christian-Str
ttlint Relattonr. 2 tlibliographioal Histo-
A. T1MOTHY I(D. C. 823): Disptttation with al-llfahdi
ry (Brilk r.eiden, Boston, 2009), vol. 1, p. 522.
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topics discussed in the dialogue, the teaching on the Trinity also appears".
Short questions asked by the Caliph along with the compact answers given
by Timothy outline the Trinitarian faith. In his exposition of faith, Timothy
uses some analogies to illustrate his belief. These analogies are important
because they contain theological terminology, Timothy's teaching on the
Trinity is based on a conception of God's oneness, and on his denial to con-
sider the three divine hypostases as three gods. In this context, he uses two
analogies: the analogy of the commander and that of the Sun. These analo-
gies are preceded by an explanation that deals with two important terms, i.e.,
srs"I and f .'tel.
rAIL "Les versions arabes", pp. 129-131 (Arabic).
1) QUES Trow srx
The names (~re'lt) [Father, Son, and Holy Spirit] indicate, among us, the
hypostases (f.'ul) of the one God (~iJ Al)1). Just as (~ the Commander
of the Faithful (~5h ~l), his word (~ a nd his spirit (
A 5If) are one be-ing and not three caliphs - your word and your spirit not separated flom
you -, (A~ God, together with his Word and his Spirit, is one God and
not three gods, because his Word and his Spirit are not separated from
him (A A ~ ~ J4 ' 3 ' f A'r). Just as (A~s) the sun ~ l ) , with its
rays and its heat (Ie~i~s ~ I ~ ) , is one sun and not three suns' .
The lwo analogies used by Timothy in question six of his disputation
deliver a noteworthy information concerning the theological terminology. In
this passage, there are three terms that play an important role in the Trinitari-
an theology. The explanation opens with two other important words: s&l
(names)IT and P„'131(hypostases)". Timothy associates these two terms with
one another and suggests that they are synonymous' .
15) For our purposes, we will use the Arabic version of that text. Caspar's edition: CAs-
16) TIxIGTIIY 1, Al-muhawarah, p. 129.
17) The term oorsosponds to the Greek uuootaoq used in the cappadocian doctrine of
the Trinity and is a transcription of Syriac word ~a . The most common term, used by the
majority of the Arab Christian writers, was without a doubt the Arabic fsr or fsdr, plural:.'ui. For more on the relation between ~cu and fear see Bo HGLMBERG, "«Person» in theF:rinitarian Doctrine of Christian Arabic Apologetics and its Background Io the Syrtac Fa-
therS", Studia Patristica 25 (1993), 300-301; AwAD, Orthodoxy, PP. 140-1 50.
18) With respect to Muslim theology, Richard Frank notes that the questions relating to
the very nature of God are reflected in the Qur'sn by names (its'I) and attributes (~LLEW). Cf.
Richard FRANII, Beings and their Attributes. The Teaching of the Basrian School of the
ltfu'tazila tn the Classtcal Period (State University of New York Press, Albany, 1978), pp.
19) Ephrem the Syrian, in his teaching on the three divine Persons, often employs the
10-1].
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Sun and of the apple appear.
The analogy illustrates that the multiplicity of the hypostases does not
contradict God's oneness, because the divine f.'(II are not separated ( Y
Japan'l)' . The inseparable character of the three f (Il is absolute, as depicted,
on the one hand, by commander's word and spirit and, on the other, by the
heat and the rays of the Sun. As for the structure of this text, both analogies
constitute an undivided whole, related with one another and logically con-
nected with the theological setting, that not only plays an introductory role,
but also helps to relate one analogy to the other.
2) QUESTION EIGHT
question six. This part focuses on the unity and the distinction that character-
ize the divine hypostases. The three divine f .'(ll are represented here by the
triad Intellect-Word-Spirit. In the first part, it is said these elements differ
6om each other by their properties (~be), which, however, do not separate
them (JLaa"I Y) from the divine substance that they share. Next, in the sec-
ond part of the text, presented below, Timothy further develops his teaching
and refers to the doctrine of thc procession of the divine hypostasis. This is
supported by the triad, in which the Word is generated (~g3 ) by the Intellect
and the Spirit proceeds (p. ) from it". In this context, the analogies of the
The Intellect, the Word and the Spirit (gglq ~ l3 Jwll), each different
from the others (~YI ~) by its particularity (~us) are not separated ( Y
JL "I) from the divine substance (P'P ~P4). Thus the Word is begotten
(~313 ) by the Intellect and the Spirit is proceeds (p. ) from it, just as light
is begotten ld~ by the sun and [as] cmition (dL.'I) of heat from it.
Likewise, (~ the scent of the apple is not [begotten] at a particular spot,
but all of its scent emits (~) from the whole apple, and from itall of its
flavour is begotten (~ye~), without the scent and the flavour being separa-
ble (J4 "I ns) and without either of them being separated (LbL "Y) from
the apple. Yet, the scent is different lpga) from thc flavor, both of them are
different (nr) from the apple, and the three are connected while being dif-
term "three Names" (msata pea le). Cf. ErrtaaM, Hymnen de I'ide, 18:4; 23:14; 40:8; 59:5,
in Edmund BacK (ed.), Dee helligen Ephraem des Syrers Hymnen de Fide, CSCO vol. 155,
Scrlptores Syrl vol. 73 (L. Ourbecq, Louvaln, 1955), pp. 70, 82, 132, 183.
20) Timothy uses the same term to describe the relation found between Christ's two
substances: ~p4;I ~ ply I Yy J4uUI 5 wig op ap.u p 41 LJs J'iz>. cf. TtMonrv, Al-
Question eight of the dialogue continues the exposition begun in the
nrahawarah, p. 127.
21) TIMOTHY I, Al-mrrharrarah, p. 130.
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ferent and different while being one (J4'tr ~ JL " h tLa'). Thus,
(AAf) the Father, the Son and the Spirit are three hypostases (~ui a%)
and one substance (A IJ ~J .) with three necessary particularities (IW
t JY~IJ .), one sole God possessing three essential and revealed attributes
(IPu uLLrr u'At)
In the question eight, Timothy continues to deploy the Trinitarian ter-
minology. The doctrinal introduction to the analogy of the apple not only
repeats the terms found in the question six and its two analogies, but also
introduces some new expressions. In the description of the triad Intellect-
Word-Spirit, the term ~5 (substance)" appears, accompanied by the adjec-
tive Pi. An important role is played here by the term "particularity" (4 i, ),
that makes the f. 111 distinct but does not separate (J~l Y ) them &om the
divine substance (pl ~Js.-). With respect to the internal relations found
within the triad, certain words are used to reflect precisely two different
ways of origin of the divine f „'tsi, i.e. the Word who is begotten (s5)5 ) and
the Spirit who proceeds (~). Interestingly, almost thc same terms are used
in the analogy of the Sun with respect to the origin of the solar rays (~5") and
The analogy of the apple repeats terms that have already been used (i.e.
to generate: 45., to send: ~; and separation: J4 "l), and emphasizes the
unity between the three elements of the analogy along with their simultane-
ous distinction. For this reason, Timothy uses a subtle expression that shows
22) TIMOTHv 1, dl-muhawarah, pp. 130-131.
23) The term is already present in the beginning of the disputation, and Timothy uses it
in his teaching on Christ born from Mary according to his "'human substance" ((t~l o~ysl
but nOI biS "eternal SubatanCC" (Q JI o~p+ Y). 1I Seema Ibat the ArabiC term SASr uSed byT imothy in the context of Christology should be rendered by the Syriac word ~ and
understood in thc sense of Sroou;. For instance, Ephrern, in his teacldng on the Trinity and
Christology, uses the same term nature (~). ln the same way, the Assyrian synode of 612
AD speaks about "one divine nature" (~Me ~ ~ ) nf " t he. Father, the Son, and tbe Holy
Spirit," and "a nature with three qnome" (mv K'isa rcssoia r casaas rcLa, ~ c u ekant) witha simultaneous teaching on "a human nature" (~~ ~ ) of C h rist. Cf. TIMGTIIv, rtl-
muhawarah, p. 127; ERHREM, Hymnen De Fide, 7;1; 19:2; 32:16; 33:3; 41:10; 59:4, in Ed-
mund BEcK (ed.), Des heiligen Ephraem des Syrers Hymnen de Fide, CSCO vol. 155,
Scriptores Syri vok 73 (L Durbecq, Louvain, 1955), pp. 31, 72, 110, 135„183; BAHAI MAO-
NUs, Liber De unione, in Jean-Baptiste CHAHGT, Synodicon Orieniale(lmprimerie Nationale,Paris, 1902), pp. 564-565; EI.IAs or NIssmts, Araqa/a+ kalimaran kiyan wa-ilah, in samir
Khalil SAMIR, "Un tmitd nouveau d'Elie de Nisibe sur le sens des mots kiyan et ilah", in
ParOr 14 (1987), PP. 109-153; Sebastian Baocx, "Tbc Christology of the Church ot' the hast
in the Synods of the Fifth to Early Seventh Centuries: Prehminary Considerations and Materi-
als", in Sebastian BROCK (ed.), Studies in Syriac Christianity. History, Literature and Theolo-
gy (Variorum, Hampshire, 1992), XII, p. 131.
heat (I5L.'1),
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this simultaneous indwelling of "particularity" and "unity." With respect to
the apple, its scent and flavour are united in their distinctness (J~l . ILa" ),
a nd they are distinct in their unity (J4 (r sL ' ) " .
These short expressions, which accurately describe the inter-Trinitarian
relations, help to avoid theological misconceptions such as mutual separation
of the hypostases . The two analogies are concluded and completed by the
doctfIIIal statement about God. The three divine ots"i, called Father, Son, and
Spirit, are the three f.'Iq and one ~5 '. The three f. Iq are one substance
that is individualized by the necessary (4g) particularities (~l
thor sums up his clarifications by introducing the three essential attributes
(<lh ~(A'o) , which he considers equivalent to the three f.'ul'". This is
~). The au-
:~o~ s C scsrsooas ~ ol ~ Ir ma ~s nsl o s setrssn ~ots sclas<o .o oos ts sC
24) Cf. TIMoTHY I, Al-muhawarah, p. 131. Similar expressions are found in GREoosrvs
NYSSENvS, Ad Petrum patrem de digerentta essentiae et hypostaseos, 4, in PG 32, 333A:
grdtxprotv te ouvqtrirdvqv, xal Srarterrprtrdvqv ouvdrperav.
gate, London, 1877), Book I, Part 6, p. 2405: to divide, to separate, to put apart; Albert KA-
ZtMtRSXt OE BmEESTEIN, Dicttonnaire arabs franfais contenant toutes les racines de la
langue arabe, leurs derivds tant dans l'idiome vulgaire que dans Pidiome lirtdral, ainsi que
te» dialectes d'Alger et de Maroc (Maiaonneuve dc Larose, Paris, 1860), vol. II, p. 601: sdpa-
rer, disjoindre, ddtacher. Howcvcr, the meaning of Jtossirtr and uossuo should be determined
by the explicit notion 1 J4aiii with respect to the elements of the analogies. The Syriac ver-
sion of the disputation refers these words to the Trinity and describes this relation in a follow-
ing way:
:~ ca o s ass ~ o roos '.SosCoscsco sCl sCssoi ooso s<io sl ~ :s COssoos sCl sCosC sor sCsoos
ol .sCSso ~ srssiotLos sCloso .sCossoa sCl ~ s Cossoa sCl :sCssos sCl sar sCssoo. sCl
3loos ts scoioos iso scssssstos scssoso ll rsos ts scsssow sar ssaiatscn sclsc
TrMOTHY I, Disputation mit dern Kaljfen al-Mahdi. 4:57, in Martin HsrMOARTrcER (ed.).
Timoiheos L, Osisyrlscher Patriarch: Disputation mlt dern Kalifen al-Mahdi, CSCO, vol. 631,
Scriptures Syri, vol. 244 (In Aedibus Peeters, Lovanil, 2011), p. 25.
in reference to Christ's visible aspect; the term would then correspond to the Greek rtpbomxov
or Syriac mo~isL Cf. Odes of Solomon, 8:16; 11:13: 15:9, in James Rendel HAtuus (ed.), The
Odes and Psalms of Solomon (The University Press, Cambridge, 1909), pp. 8, 12, 15, 16.
tributes (ion ~ wrongs ldll ) and the three attributes of the nature of God (Clo ~ wtscolsm
wAws ~~a ~s l . CE Trmovnv I, Disputation mn dern Kalifen ai-Mabdr, 17: 16, in Mar-
tin HEtMGARTNER(ed.), Ttmatheas l., Osisyrischer Patriarch: Disputation mii dern Kalifen al-
Mahdi CSCO vol. 631, Scriptores Syri voL 244 (In Aedibus Peeters, Lovanii, 2011), pp. 122-
123. Related study: Mark SwawsoN, "Are Hypostases attnbutes'P', in ParOr 16 (1990-1991),
pp. 239-250; Sidney GntFtTH, "The concept of al-uqnum in 'Ammar al-Baerr's Apology for
the Doctrine of the Trinity", in Samir Khalil Smut (ed.), Acies du premier congrds l nterna-
Honal d'dmdcs arabcs ehrdriennas (OCA 218) (Pontlficio Isti&to Orientate, Roma, 1982), pp.
169-191.
25) The root f S-h Edward W. LANE, A» Arabic-English Lexicon (Williams and Nor-
27) In the Syriac version of the disputation, Timothy speaks about the three personal at-
26) It is worth noting that the disputation also contains a tenn ms, which Timothy uses
s
28) Cf. TIMoTHY I, Al-muhawarah, pp. 130-131.
k '
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probably an invention introduced by the text's translator, since the Syriac
version of the disputation deals with the three "personal attributes." It may
suggest, in turn, that the Arabic version of the text had been modified in the
context of Muslim theology, along with its teaching on the essential attrib-
This short fragment of Timothy's disputation with al-Mahdi uses seven
theological terms. Although some of them (like ~ a~ ~ I~ i h) appear in
other parts of the dialogue ', those used in the context of the exposition of
the Trinity are linked with analogies that contain numerous theological
terms. Timothy's parables describe God in the aspect of his trinity, i.e. mul-
tiplicity of mls ~f.'Isl, and ~IJ, unicity of his pJ . and ~is, while also
dealing with the hypostases' relational aspect, reflected in their procession,
which is rendered by such terms like: sJ)J and g.
.
utes.
B. THEODORE ABCQURRA (D.C. 816)
The second author to be presented is Theodore AbII Qurra, a Mclkitc
bishop of Harran. In his teaching, the analogies played an important role. They
are found in theological treatises, and most of them deal with the problem of
the oneness of the divine nature, in the aspect of the uncounted character of its
number as well as the issue concerning the number of operating subjects.
1) TREATISE ON NOT THREE GODS
In the set of his analogies", we find an interesting and common exam-
ple of Peter, James, and John and the three reciting m en. The former analogy
is placed in a section that deals with the number of names that refer to the
nature of things.
one single nature (imIJ ~ Ih), that of man (OL '')ll ~J) , it is incorrect
If you want to count Peter, James, and John: three persons (al54 sJ J) with
29) Cf. TIMoTHv I, Al-muhawarah, pp. 125-127.
30) The full title in English is: 77eatise conjirming that Christians do not necessarily
speak nf three guds when they say that the Father is God and the Son is God and the Holy
Spirit is God, and that the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are one God, even though each of
them is fully God. John C. LAMGREvx, "Theodore Abu Qurra", in David THOMAs 8r, Barbara
RGOOENIA(ed.), Christian-Muslim Relations. A Bibliographical History (Brlll, Leiden, Bos-
ton, 2009), vol. I, p. 453.
three lamps; three reciting men; three pieces of gold; prophet Moses; Sun; three mirrors; three
pictures; spouses; Adam, Eve aud Son.
31) Abu Qurra uses the tbllowiug analogies Io picture the Trinity: Peter, Paul, and John;
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to predicate the number of man, i.e. their nature, and say that there are the
three mans. If you do, you make their single nature, to which the name
"man" refers, into difFerent natures and do something foolish. In the same
way (&®, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit are the three persons
(os s s'sc) with one nature (I b ~ Lk), that of God (sit ~)
Again, imagine that three men stand and recite a poem together and that
you are outside listening. You hear only a single poem, but you do not
doubt that each of them recited thc complete poem, nor could you say I
heard three poems. This is the case even if in the voices of the men there
is a difference. As for the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, there is no
difFerence (m'st '1 'J) among them at all, no difference that has an effect
on the hypostasis (ps') of one of them - other than that each is different
from the other (~L ~) . Indeed, it is even more appropriate that they bc
one God,even ifeach is fully God .
These two analogies were chosen among the ten found in two of Abu
Qurra'8 theological 0'eatises: The Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit are
one God' and Treatise on tlte Existence of the Creator and the True Reli-
gion". Abtt Qurra choses to apply his own terminology, which is primarily
based on the Greek theological tradition. In the text quoted above, the author
describes Peter, James, and John as s:3t" sy J, united in their common nature
(s~tJ ~ ) . Then, as in the analogy, these terms are used in an expression
that directly deals with God.
185.
32) hno QuuuA, al-Jb, p. 34, English translation: Tttsouuuu A no QORRA, The Father,
the Son, and the Holy Spirit are one Gad, in John C. LAMDRaux, Thendnre Abu (turrah
(Brigham Young University Press, Provo, 2005), p. 183.
33) Aao QuaaA, al-Ab, p. 36. English translation: Tttsoooaa Aso QuRRA, The Father„
the Son, and the Holy Spirit are one God„ in John C. LAMORsux, Theodore Abu gurruh, p.
34) Ano QORRA, al-Jb, pp. 23-47; English translation: Tttpoooaa Aao QututA, The Fa-
ther, the Son, and the Holy Spirit are one Gad, in John C. LAMORFt Jx, Theadore A bu gurrah,
35) Auo QuaaA, Maymarp wutlad, pp. 757-774, 825-842; Oeorg GuAr, Des Theodor
Abu gurra Traktat iiher den Schilpfer und die wahre Religion (Aschendorff, Mnuster in
Westfalen, 1913); lguace Dtcx, Theodore Ahuqurra. Trait~ de l'Extstsvree du Crgateur et de
la vraie religion (Libraire Saint-Paul, Jounieh, 1982); Iguace Dtctc, "Le traits dc Theodore
Abu Qurta et de 1'existence du Crbateur et de la vraie religion", in Samir Khalil SAMta (ed.)„
Actes du premier eangrds international d'etudes arabes chretiennes(OCA 218) (Pontificio
Istituto orieutale, Roma, 1982), pp. 149-168; English translation: Tttsonoaa Aao QuRRA,
Treatise on the Existence of the Creator and the True Religion, in John C. LAMoaaux, Theu-
dare Abu gurrah (Brighsm Young University Press, Provo, 2005), pp. 1-26.
pp. 165-193.




Both ~ " a nd 4,y" occur for the first time in the Trimtarian teaching
presented so far. The Arabic term 4.~ (face, countenaiice), calque of the
Greek itpo4rettov (mask, person), is widely used by Abu Qurra in his treatis-
es to speak about the three divine persons (e~3 45C)'". However, it is also
later found in his analogy of the three mirrors";but there the term refers only
to the human face. I lis choice to use4».3 in his discourse was probably based
on practical reasons, since the word was familiar to his Arabic speaking
As shown in the second analogy, 4 .3 is not the only term Abu Qurra us-
es to describe the Trinity. In the second text above, i.e. the analogy of the
three reciting men, the author wants to show that there is no difference be-
tween the divine persons. Then, here, Theodore prefers to use a term of Syri-
ac origin: p~r (hypostasis), which in many places appears in forms such as
sing. p~i or pl. f.'Isl .
To describe the common deity of the divine persons, he insists on using
the Arabic word ~ (na ture), which directly traces back to the Greek
4puotg". The term is found in the analogies and throughout Abu Qurra's
teaching in this work as a synonym for ~y ' . The three sy.y and the one
are God (411) . A complementary specification concerning the proper
36) It is worth noting Ihai the word ~3 appears as early as in the oldest-known theo-
logical text in Arabic, the MS Sinai Arab 154, but there it is used simply in a context of a
human person in the analogy of Soul-Body-Spirit. Cf. ANGNYMous AOTHGR, Fl tatirl Allah
al-wahid, in Margaret Dunlop GIBSGN, An Arabic Version of the Acts of the Apostles and the
Seven Catholt'c Epistles from an Eighth or Ninth Century Ms. in the Convent of St. Catherine
on Muunt Sinai. with a Treatise on the Triune Nature of God, with translationPom the same
codex (Studia Sinaitica, 7) (C, J. Clay and Son, London, 1889), p. 76.
37) In Arab Christian theological literature, different forms of that word are found, for
instance: lab' or tiba', Cf. HAIInAD, La trinitd, PP. 162-163.
38) Ami QORRA, al-Ab, p. 35. Cf. HADIInn, La ninitd, p. 172; Awhii, Orthodoxy, pp.
39) ABOQuRRA, al-Ah, p. 43.
40) See also: AB0 QORRA, al-Jh, pp. 27, 39, 40, 42, and 44,
41) See: ABO QORRA, al-Ab, pp. 39, 42, 44, aud 46.
42) It is evident when he is speaking about the refinement of the divine substance. Cf.
43) The hypostasis iseternal, like the divine substance, and it is characterired by the in-
dividuating differences (181NC 8IIIIFoput XapnuTIIpioriuai), which ate also called essential
properties (t:lb Av I '). THFonORE ABO QuRRA, De unione et incarnatione, in PG 97, 1605A;
Theodore Anu QuRRA, lulaymar yuhaqqiqu anna din Allah alladi ya'l iudu Allah bihi I- 'ibad
yawm al-qiyama wa-la yaqbalu minhum dinan gayrahu wa-huwa l-din alladi ttaragat bihi I-
hawariyyun ila aqlar al-ar4 wa-gamP umam al-dunya wa-huwa rusul al-hfastb rabbina, in
ignace Dicx, "Deux dcriis inddits de Thiodore Abuqutta", Le Museon 72 (1959), p. 56.
ABO QORRA, a!-Ab, p. 38.
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description of the intra-Trinitarian relations appears in the second analogy.
Together with the positive statements Abo Qurra makes about the nature of
the divine persons, he also describes them negatively, pointing out to their
distinctio. Each of the hypostases is other (~), but there is no difference
between them (~~ I Y ) . Their individual "otherness" does not contradict
their substantial "sameness".
2) TREATISE ON THE EXISTENCE OF THE CREATOR AND THE TRUE RELIGION
In his Treatise on the Existence of the Creator and the True Religion,
Theodore attempts to justify the use of cataphatic theology in speaking about
God. He maintains that the description of God through analogy is possible,
and the best example of this is human nature itself. Abu Qurra invokes the
belief that man is created on God's image and likeness. This truth leads him
to the beginning of human history as presented in the Bible: Adam resembles
God in virtues of his nature, but God is transcendent to human existence
(~~/I), life (SMI), and knowledge (+ I)
The analogy of Adam, Eve, and their son cannot be reduced only to a
short text. Rather this analogy is incorporated and appears several times in a
long exposition of the man's likeness with God. However, Abu Qurra cites
also a concise comparison of these two realities:
In a similar wsy (M® [ . ..] we see (LItq Iud) that something resembling
(~ ) A dam in nature (~I g) was begotten and proceeded I'rom him
(~~ Is ds). We see, too, that he is the head over this one who is like him.
Since Adam begets(heals)and is head(1 „~) over one who is from him, he
who caused him to beget(lAlls) and to be head must surely himself beget
(>b) and be head over the one who resembles him. Nonetheless, this is so
in a transcendent and contrary manner. Adam's begetting(asYs) of a son
took place through a woman, intercourse and upbringing. So too, Eve
proceeded from him(~ dl b) as bone of his bone, through a decrease of
his body. Further, Adam preceded both his son and Eve in time. Moreo-
ver, though he is head over them and they share a common nature, their
wills do not wholly agree with his.
God's begetting of his Son(~ 4„1 uil I~Ys) and the procession of the Holy
Spirit (~w ~~ dl".Is), however, transcends and are contrary to this'.
They do not take place through a woman or sex. They involved neither
44) Aao QuaRA, Maymar fi wugud, pp. 219-240.
45) Cf. Aao QuaaA, Molar fi wultud, p. 223.
45) Cf. IoRANNss DAMAscENus, Exposittofidei, 1:8, in PG 94, 820A.
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pregnancy nor development. There was no question of temporal prece-
dence, only simultaneity. So too, God's headship(» u~) over those who
are from him(~ HAJJI 4 „l +) involves no disagreement (4)tn ~). Ra-
ther, those two agree with him in nature(~ I g) , will (~ I ) , eternity
(aJJtiI), and desire (issN). Among them, there is absolutely no disagree-
ment(dJI s~ mM re%. ~ ), excepting that one begot(A1IJ IJAU( Ji), an-
other was begotten (asia &3J), nnd another proceeded (d', ~VJ), while
the one who begot is head(~> rs 4Igb)
This text, based on the biblical anthropogenesis, was used by various
theologinns to represent the intra-Trinitarian relations . It goes without say-
ing that the description concerns the most fundamental theological questions
about the raison d' etre of each hypostasis. The analogy also differs from the
other texts presented here, since it does not deal explicitly with such a com-
mon issue as the oneness of nature (or substance) and the threeness of the
hypostases (or persons) of the Trinity. The difference found in the origin of
Adam, Eve and their son reflects the Christian teaching on the distinctio
personarutn within the Trinity and also demonstrates the why of their one-
As shown in the text above, Abu Qurra compares the parallel realities:
Adam is characterized by what is "coarse", while God is characterized by
what is refined and transcendent. Adam resembles God (the Father) not only
in his virtues but also in origin and headship. Here, Abu Qurra distinguishes
two kinds of origin, proper for both Eve and her son. According to the bibli-
cal account, Adam is the cause of existence in the order of nature (~ i t)):
he begets(ldl5) his son, and becomes his head (L4q), while Eve is said to
have procession from Adam (» tIu. IJ) on the way of decrease. This particu-
lar human generation and the procession are affected by imperfection and
various differences (time, space, upbringing, disagreement of will, etc.), but
ness.
47) ABC (}uRRA, Maynrar jr wujud, p. 224-225. English translation: TIihouosn ABU
QURRA, The Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit are one God, in John C. LAMOREux, Theo-
dore Abu gurrah, p. 12.
48) See ORIOENES, De Principiis, I, 2, 6, in PG 11, 134C; GREOURIuS NAZIANZENU S,
Orationes, 31:11. in PG 36, 144D-1458; Cvarti.us Ar.nxANORINus, De Sancta Trinitare, 8, In
PG 77, 1136D; THEODORE OF MOPSUESTIA, Controverse avec les hlaekkniens, in Francis
NAU, "Theodore de Mopsueste: Contmverse avec les Mac6doniens", PO 9 (1913), pp. 657-
658; NARSAI, Homdlie sur la constitution de la crdation et sur les personnes de la Trinite, in
Philippe GIONoux (ed.), Honre7ie sur la Creation. Edition critique du texte syriaque, intro-
duction et iraducttonPanqatse, in PO 34, 3R (1968), P. 589; 1OHANNES DAMASCENUS, EXPo-
sitiofide), 7, in PG 94, 816C-817A.
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the origin of the divine persons (s~J) is not to be understood in the same
way. The three divine persons are equal in nature, will, eternity, and desire;
and there is no disagreement among them (Mi s~ ~ M ~ ~ ),
Through this analogy, Abu Qurra strongly highlights the monarchian
nature of the Trinity, but the divine headship (s 4~) of the Father over the
Son and the Spirit is not subordinating. The relational understanding of the
Trinity is illustrated by the terms that precisely and univocally describe their
relational difFerence: the Father is the head who begot (de),the Son is be-gotten (s3)5 ), and the Spirit is the one who proceeds (~).
Theodore Abu Qurra's analogies as presented above provide a set of
terms required to correctly describe the Christian belief of the triune God.
His denominational affiliation becomes visible in his selection of some terms
that, on the one hand, are purely Arabic and, on the other, reflect the termi-
nological legacy of the Greek-speaking Church Fathers. The following are
the basic terms used by Theodore in his analogies: ~~ ~ ~ ~ I 5 c~yr
is 3
~
ir • is/~ i l l~ i ~ ~ .
C. ABO 1Vi'ITA A L- TAKRITI (D. C. 830)
The Jacobite theologian Abu Ra'ita, is the author of important works on
the Trinity, in which analogy is privileged as a means for illustrating the
mysteries of the Christian faith' . His two works contain nine analogies, used
by the author in his attempts to introduce various aspects of the doctrine of
the Trinity. He uses, for the most part, parables that are already known, for
example: the analogy of the three Lamps (twice); the analogy of the Sun
(twice); the analogy of Adam, Eve, and Abel (twice); the psychological
analogies of the Soul-Intellect-Speech; the analogy of the Five Senses-Body-
Soul; and a new analogy, that of Sa'd and Halid.
1) THE FIRST RISALA: ON THE HOLY TRINITY
The analogy of the three lamps appears in the context of a long disputed
issue on the unity and distinction that characterize the triune God. To
49) Cf. Ann QUana, I»Iay>narfi'vwgud, p. 228.
50) Infanta Ano RA'tran, Risala on the proof of the Christian religion and the proof r>f the
Holy Trinity, in Sandra Toenies KsArtN<', Defending the "People uf Truth" in ihe Islam
icPeriod. The Apologies of Abu Ra'ila (Brill, Leiden, 2006), pp. S3-145; Fiant Anc RhirrA,The first Risala: On the Holy Triniry, in Sandra Toenies KsartNc, Defending the "People of
Truth "in the islamic Period. The Apologies of Abu Ra 'ita (Brill, Leiden, 2006), pp. 165-215.
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demonstrate the simultaneous union and distinction, Abu Ra'i<a presents the
analogy of the three lamps that are united in the nature of their lights yet
remain distinct due to their own particularity. The analogy reads as follows:
We only describe [God] as unified in ousia (~+ I y ~ ) and distinct in
the hypostaseis (t. u'lI g d>L ), and [Gad's] ousia is His hypostaseis ( s~s .
~uIi)), snd His hypostaseis are His ousia (ops es 4 'lilq), as (I)ys) with
the placement of three lights in one house. None of us think that we mean
three lamps, rather, we mean their light, even though God, blessed is He,
is above every analogy+ Li). For the lights are three and one — they are
identical to each other. They are three because each one of them is self-
subsistent (~ t 'u) and enduring in its being, even if there is no obstruc-
tion in the space between it and the other lights, Rnd [they are] one, be-
cause they are all united in light.
And the demonstration of this (that they are one and three [simultaneous-
ly]) is that each one of them is not the others in the proper state of its be-
ing (aIS fIsi). Because, were one of these lamps to be removed trom the
house, iis tight would be removed with it, tuid nothing of it would remain.
[However,] when we briefly described the lights, which are above all of
the senses and all knowledge, we are not compelled to describe each one
of them as having a cause (&). Rather, one of them is the cause (Ilo) of
the other two, without beginning and without time (OL) ')t~is+ 'Itt). And
the tWO(~s'lI5) are related (004 ) tO the One (mISE JI) in a SubStantial,
natural relation (~L1 tit ant)LhI)".
The analogy is surrounded by theological statements about God, and its
text is rich in theological vocabulary. Abu Ra'isa proposes a couple of new
terms that he has decided to introduce into his teaching. The term ~~, al-
ready promoted by Timothy I, remains the basic word for describing a com-
mon category that is shared by the three hypostaseis (f.'tg). Abu Ra'i<a very
clearly highlights the equivalence of these two realities, by saying that the
unique substance is composed of three hypostases, and vice versa. God is
said to be unified (~) in one aspect, and distinct (dqt ' ) in another' .
Unlike his contemporary Abu Qurra, Abg Ra'ita uses, in all his works, a
term derived from the Syriac f~l/f 'tsl (rather than A 5/s~y) to speak about
51) HABIB AB0 RA'IrA, The ftrSt RiSala: On the HOly Trinity, iu Sandra TOetueS KEA r-
INO, Defending the "People of Truth" in the Islamic Period. The Apologies of Abu Ra'ila
(Btill. Leiden, 2006), pp. 185-187.
52) See Michul SADowSRI, "The divine substance as masura and muparaqa. Au attempt
of reinterpretation of the Trinitarian terminology in the light of the teaching oi' Abu Rg'its's
al-Risalu fi l-thaluth al-muqaddus", in CCO 11 (2014). pp. 161-188.
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ture.
the hypostases, and another of Persian origin ~~ (rather than ~ ) , to deal
with the substance. However, the author also proposes new terminology that
becomes his own way of speaking about the divine hypostases. This is made
evident in the analogy of the three lamps. The lights of the lamps are said to
be self-subsistent (~ f ' 4), unmixed, and distinct because of their proper
state of being as essence (x 15 ~I/)". It appears that by using these terms the
author intends to penetrate more deeply into the doctrinal nuances.
Apart from the well-known general terms, he proposes something more
refined. "Self-subsistence" is an explanation of the very nature of a hyposta-
sis, while the "proper state of being" or the "subsistence of essence" individ-
ualizes each hypostasis, constitutes its identity and its personality, and illus-
trates its relationality. The bishop of Tikrit goes further in his explanations
and teaches about the "cause" of the lights. This term is analogous to the
"source" or "principle" of the Trinity. In theological sense„ the "cause" (Ila),
placed outside of time (ul q M5 z> %), points to both the continuity of the
Son's generation and the atemporal procession of the Sprit. The Son and the
Spirit remain related (OIIL' ) to their M, substantially and naturally ( I~p
MLl ), and this means that they share the substance of their Iia and its na-
2) ON THE PROOF OF CHRISTIANITY AND THE TRINITY
We now come to the analogy of the Sun. This metaphor is one of the
most popular Trinitarian analogies. AbB Ra'its describes the Sun with its
oneness, multiplicity, and the origin of the basic solar elements.
It is not permissible for us to describe [the ousia] as a plurality, that is, as
gods, but rather [only] as one, as we say about the Sun, for it is a being
53) An interesting comment on the distinction between the divine ~B and ~ is found
in EUrvciuus oF ALsxANoiux, The Book of the Demonstration. He maintains that "God is not
known ~ or in His substance, but he is known 41+ in his works" (o~s y e. . kl ~yv+414mdiv ~j). The ictm's meaning is ambiguous and depends on the context. It
may signify generally nn essence as well as a particularity of an essence exleiiug in an indi-
vidual. Cf. Eurvcittus oF AI.Exam~, Kl tab al-Burhan, in Pierre Cxctiia (ed.), Eutychius of
Alexandria - The Book of the Demonstration (Kitah al-Burhan), CSCO, vol. 192, Scriptores
Arabici, vol. 20 (Secrdmriat du CorpusSCO, Louvaln, 1960), p. 12; Hxooxn, la trtnite, pp.
54) Full title ia English: A Risala of Abu Ra'lta l-Takrgt an the praof uf the Chrlstlan
religion and the proof of the Holy Trinity', Sandra Tocnies KsArtNo, "Aba RS'Ita I-Taktiitr', in
David TtioMAS tk Barbara ROOOEMA(ccL), Christian-Muslim Relations. A Blbllographleal
History (BrilI, Lcidcn, Boston, 2009), vol. I, p. 571.
167-168.
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with the origin.
(~u) of three existent individuals (LsIS ~te 'I ut') and [three] substantial
attributes (st~p ~~ s), without difference (~L" ~) or separation ( Ys
dlsu!) Irom their one ousia (L~s ~). [1t is] that which is called one suii
because of its genuine existence and uniqueness in its singularity, a being
(~15), one ousia (A Is ~s .), comprehending three known properties ( uc
~1s ), that is, the Sun disc which is described with two substantial attrib-
utes (~~y4:I ~ 1 ) , which are the light and the heat, since [the Sun]
does not cease to be described with the two [attributes], in that it does not
cease to generate (Alb Jy, 11) the light, [which is] generated (41s ) simulta-
neously with the existence of the Sun disc &om before time, without one
of [the attributes] having existed prior to the other two.
This is the same with the heat: it proceeds (a'1 ) from [the sun disc] in the
light generated from it (~ ssipl)eternally (~qL tJ51) and before time ( Lsd
~~). The sun disc is not (~) the light and the light is not (V) the heat,
on account of the differentiation of the specific existence (ss s11 qL. I
I
~HL1) belonging to each one (the sun disc, the light and the heat). Rather,
[it is] one ousia(J Is ~s ), one nature (J IsQ), one power (s~h o~ws)
and three properties (~15 u0), comprehended and known as one sun '.
The analogy is placed in the context of the discussion on substance and
the hypostases. The example of the Sun, as presented by this author, contains
important theological terms. It is not by chance that Abu Ra'ila decides to
use particular vocabulary, but as we have already seen, the selection and use
of the terms is theologically justified. The Sun itself is a metaphor of God in
the Trinity of divine persons. The terms used by the author may be divided
in four groups: I) terms concerning the oneness, 2) those expressing the
multiplicity (threeness), 3) giving additional clarifications, and 4) dealing
In the first group of the terms, Abu Ra'ita follows both the Syriac tradi-
tion, already represented by Timothy, and the Greek influence, adopted by
Abu gurra. The oneness of God is described by terms such as: ~p (sub-
stance, oI'Irila), + (nature, Ipuotr), ~1s (quiddity, essence, tpuau;)", and
e>A (power, 5uvalug).
With respect to the Trinity's multiplicity or the threeness, Abu Ra'ita
55) HABIB ABG Rh'IrA, Risala on the proof of the Christian religion and the proof of the
Holy Trinity, in Sandra Toeaies KEATING Defending the "People of Trttth" in the 1slamie
Period. The Apologies of Abg ka'ila (Brill, Leidea, 2006), p. 112.
56) Rare form.
57) Cf. HAGGAG, La trinite, p. 164.
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speaks about the three existent individuals (<iamb 'i W). This is a peculiar
novum that appears in the analogies of this author, in contrast to his prede-
cessors. The individuals - ~t ' 'P" -, seen by this analogy in the Sun's disc,
heat, and light, belong to the common essence (vis). They are synonymous
with the substantial attributes (t~p. ~Uk )" and the properties (~15 ').
The third group adds information concerning the three substantial at-
tributes: there are three attributes without difference (~t, ~ ) and separation
(i51~1 Y5) kom the common substance. The existence of the substantial at-
tributes (or properties) is then described as necessary, constitutive, and inal-
ienable. They belong to the Sun unceasingly (Jy tl); the Sun does not stop
generating the light (215 Jy il) that is simultaneous with the Sun's existence.
The heat is also proceeding (4". ) eternally (~m M ~ ql ; LJqf) from the
Sun in the light generated (s5)pi). Abn Ra'ila clearly emphasizes the distinc-
tio between the attributes of the Sun that is guaranteed by the distinction of
each one's particular existence (~Ld.i a5 5)1 qL: 1.).
The last group of terms focuses on the issue of. the origin of the Sun' s
attributes, and implicitly speaks about the divine hypostases. The author is
consistent in the use of his terminology; the light is generated (4i5 ), and the
heat is said to be proceeding (U'. ).
As presented in the two analogies, Abu Ra'ila uses his theological ter-
minology consistently. The metaphors abound in (all) the terms that are nec-
essary in the theological discussion on the Trinity. Moreover, he uses also
some new vocabulary that is proper for his Trinitarian theology.
D. BUTRUS IBN NASQAS AL-BAYT RA'S(D. C. 940):
THE BOOK OF THE DEMONSTRATION
Burns ibn Naslas al-Bayt Ra's' Kitab al-Burhan deals with many theo-
logical questions. An important part of it is dedicated to the dogma of the
Trinity. l.ike the other Arabic-speaking theologians, the author uses some
analogies that help him to illustrate the Christian beliei' in the triune God.
Although The Book of the Demonstration (Kitab ai-Burhan
) is an extensive
58) Singular: ~ , p l ural: ~Iv ' I usually rendered by: hodr, corporeal
form, figureorsubstance of a man or some other nbj eci or thing. In philosophical terminology, it also means:
individual, individuum. Cr. Fdward W. Lowe, An Arabic-English Lexicon (Williams and
Norgate, London, 1872), Book I, Part 4, p. 1517; Alexandre M. GoicHoN, Lexique de la
langue philosophique d'Ibn Sind (Deacide de Bronwer, Paris, 1938), p. 156,
59) Similar term (t. Ib ~~) already appears in Timothy's discussion with al-Mahdi.
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work, it only contains three Trinitarian analogies.
The text presents two (split into three) Trinitarian analogies: the elabo-
rate analogy (triad) of the word-reason-spirit, and a well-known analogy of
the Sun, with some modifications intended to emphasize the relational char-
acter of its constitutive elements. The analogy of the Sun, quoted below,
differs &om the previous examples by its locus. The text is not placed in the
midst of statements on the nature of God, but it follows the explanations
concerning the cognition of God through both nature and analogy.
He created in the circle of heaven a single sun, with the unity of single
light which fills the world with light and intenningles (~In) with every-
thing; yet no uncleanness reaches it from anything nor any defilement en-
ter into the substance (~s ) of its light from any of the material bodies
with which it mingles.
He made it a single sun by unity of nature (~i ms;), but threefold
through clear aspects ( - Ios uL ) known by properties (~ir. I'sr ) which dis-
tinguish (~) between that trinity, and yet without separation or break (S
uJ oq). It comprises a solar disc which begets (isis) the rays and the so-
lar beams which are begotten (~sit.) from the disc, and the solar rediaiice
which is sent (~t) from the disc Rnd dwells (~) in the beams.
These are ttitoe hypvuinseu (ns ~I.is) with three aspects (uI' u+) and three
forms (uL' Irma). There is no separation between them (n> Is-. ~), for the
sun is one by the unity of its substance which conjoins the disc and the
beams and the radiance. And it has three aspects known by the properties
(~is ) of begetting (Isis) in the disc, of begottenness (I~ps) in the beams,
and of procession (~I,I) in the radiance, without any intermingling of the
trinity (~s ~ w) or any seParation of the unity (~rs u~ V>). All that the
disc has the beams have, except the begetting, and all that the beams have
the disc has except the begottenness, and all that the radiance has the disc
and the beams have except the procession".
Thc content of this analogy is similar lo that of those we have already
read; however, the author presents it in accordance with his own theological
profile. At first glance, the reader can notice that the vocabulary used by
Butrus ibn Nastas al-Bayt Ra's resembles that found in Abu gurra. First of
60) Root: P-l-t, III farm: to mix, to mingle, to blend.
61) EuTYcHIUS OF ALExANDRIA, The Book of the Demonstration, in Pierre CAcIIIA (ed.),
Eutyohius of Alerandria - The Book of the Demonstration (Eituh al-Burhan), CSCO, vol. 193,
Scriptores Arabici, vol. 21 (Secidtarlat du CorpiisSCO, Louvain, 19601, part I, p. 27 (n. 47).
Cf. IoHAMIEs DAMASCENUS, Bxpositio ftdei l:2, in PG 94, 792C.
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all, he highlights the unity of the Sun with its light, paralleling it with the
unity of God. The oneness of the Sun (thus also of God) is everlasting, be-
cause its substance©3 .) does not mingle with anything. It is also guaran-
teed by the unity of nature (~l ~ ~ ) o f the Sun itself and of its rays. The
Sun appears in three aspects (~tdd; LJ' ), which are known by their proper-
ties (~l+). As noted, Burns ibn Nastas al-Bayt Ra's introduces a new term:
Id', that probably corresponds to the Greek stp6cttottov, in its original mean-
ing of face". The properties that make the three aspects distinct ~) do not
cause them to be separated nor broken (~ IIy %).
The terms used to designate these properties are not random. The author
says that the solar disc is the begetter (id'), that the solar beams are begot-
ten (sg3 ), and that the radiance of the Sun is this what is sent (~) I rom it.
The three elements of the Sun are said to be the three hypostases (uL 13I
L'J:)", with three aspects and three forms (L'j' ts"l~). Furthermore, the three
properties (~l3 ') of the hypostases are set forth: begetting (es'tip), begotten-
ness (i')5), and emission (~4.'I) .
The author also uses a set of terms to highlight the unbroken relation
between the hypostases. The quoted analogy speaks about their distinction
(~) and lack of separation and break (RIg 14 .. ~ a~ Qy 5 4), but it also
deals with the fact that they do not intermingle. There is yet another term
worth noting. In speaking about the nature of the light, Burns ibn Nastas
maintains that the radiance dwells ~ ) i n the beams". Transposed into the
field of theology, the remark concerning the very nature of light seems to
point clearly to the theological doctrine of perichoresis, i.e. the interpenetra-
62) sew refers to way, mode, manner of acting. Edward W. LANE, An Arab(c-English
Ltcdcon (Williams and Norgate, London, 1893), Book I, Fart 8, p. 3050. Another lnteipreta-
tlon of the term suggests Awed. Cf. AWAD, Orthodoxy, pp. 212-228.
63) A term flSI is probably derived from fSe and synonymous to the Greek word
64) Cf. Avril Maty MAttHOLUF, "The Trinitarian Doctrine of Eutychius of Alexandria
(877-940 A.D.)", ParOr 5 (1974), pp. 13-16. It is also said that the three aspects are known by
thc properties of each of the Sun's features. So, the disc is known by the propeNy of begetting
(Is'tis), the beams by the property of begottenness (S>gy)„and the radiance by the property of
emission (~t .3). cf. EUrvcHIUS 0F ALExANDR1A, The Book of lhe Demonstration, in Pierre
CAcntA (ed.), Eutychi ra of Alexandria - The Book of the Demonstration (Kttab al-Burhan),
CSCO, vol. 193, Scrlptores Areblcl, voL 21 (Secrdtatiat du CorpusSCO, Louvaln, 1960), part
65) A tenn derived txom the root q-r-r; to settle down, to dwell. Its theological connota-
tion is justified by the use, in the same context, another three remarkably theological terms:
I, pp. 33-34 (n. 47).
spl~,idly, and c
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(n. 404); 20-21 (n. 428).
69) IBN 'Anl, Maqalohfi gihhat, pp. 12-13.
tion of the divine persons. Interestingly, in many places in his work, Butrus
ibn Nastas al-Bayt Ra's uses the term 3+ when speaking about the indwell-
ing of the divine nature of Christ in His human nature". This may explain
why he uses yet another word: ~ , f o r his Trinitarian theology.
E. YAHYA IBN 'ADI (893-974): On the Validity of the Christian belie
By the 10 century, the language of the theological treatises changed in
generaL The metaphorical expressions were replaced by a more philosophi-
cal style. This led to the decrease noted in the use of analogies by the Arab
Christian theologians. Yai)rya ibn 'Adi applies the following analogies in his
three treatises on the Trinity'": the analogy of two mirrors", the analogy of
Zayd, and that of Zayd, "Abd Allah, and Halid '. It is worth noting that,
with respect to the theological vocabulary, a significant role is also played by
the Aristotelian triad intellect, intelligent, and intelligible .
Ibn iAdr's theological vocabulary differs &om what we have studied so
far. His Trinitarian analogies contain little theological terminology. An orig-
inal teaching on the Trinity is found in his On the validity of the Christian
Belief. This short work contains two of his most important and best devel-
66) Cf. EUTYCHIUS OF ALEXANDRIA, Kitab al-Burhan, in Pierre CACHIA(ed.), Eutychius
of Alexandria - The Book of the Demonstration (Kitab al-Burhan), CSCO. vcr. 192.
scnptores Arabici, vol. 20 (Secrbtariai du CorpusSCO, Louvain, 1960), pari I, pp, 71 (n. 113),
82 (n. 133); 84 (n.l34); 88 (n. 144); 101 (n, 168); 108 (n. 182); 127 (n. 225); 146 (n. 263);
181 (n. 351); 213 (n. 396); EUrvcrrros oF ALExANDRIA, Kitab al-gurhan, in Pierre CAcrnA
(ed.), Futychius of Alexandria - The Book of the Demonstration (Kitab aI-Burhan), CSCOvol. 209, Scriptorcs Arabici voL 22 (Secrdtariat du CorpusSCO, Louvaln, 1961), part ll, p. 2
67) The full title in English is: Epistle on the validity of the belief of the Christians that
the Creator is one substance endowed with three attributes. Emilio PLA Trr, "Yahya ibn 'Adi ',
in DaVid THOMAS & AleX MAI.LETr (cd.), Christian-Muslim Relations. A Bibliographical
History (Bril 1, Lei den, Boston, 2010), vol. II, p. 419.
68) Maqala fisihhat,i 'tiqad al-Nasurafi I-Bari' 'azza wa-tlalla annahu ilawhar wahid
du talat giJat, htaqala fi tabyin al-wash alladhr 'alayhi yagihh al-qawlfi I-Barr' /alla wa-
ta'ala innahu gawhar wahid du Ialat kawasg tusammrha I-Nagara aqanon, and Maqala
yatabayyanufrtur gaial Abr Yusufi an Ya 'qgib ibn Ishaq al-Kindifi I-Radd 'ala al-Nagara.
70) Yahya IBN 'Ar>I, Maqala fi tobyrn al-wagh atladr 'alayhi yagihh al-qawl fi' I-Ban '
@alla wa-ta 'ala innahu ilawhar wahid Sgra!at hawasg tusammtha I-Nasara aqanrm, in Au-gusiin PkRIFR, petite traitclr apologetiques de Yahyii ben 'Adt {J. Oabalda Edlreur, Pai'Is,
71) Yahya IBN 'Aoi, Maqalah yatabayyanu fttta /alai Abr Yusuf ihn Ya 'qub ibn Ishaq
al-Kindifi I-Radd 'ala aI-Nagara, in Revue de I'Orient Chrdtien 22 (1920-1921), p. 13.
1920), pp, 48-49.
72) IBN 'ADI, Maqalafi sihhat, pp. 18-19.
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73) IsN 'AOI, Ivlaqala ft sil ttsat, pp. 12-14.
oped similes: the analogy of the two mirrors" and the intellect-intelligent-
intelligible triad' . Given the length of the analogy of the two mirrors, we
cannot present it here in its entirety; we will therelore read only the essential
fragment and briefly summarize it. With respect to its origin, the analogy of
the two mirrors is perhaps modeled on some biblical texts, and its elements
may be traced back to the theology of geverus' of Antioch (465-538) ',
The analogy consists of two mirrors placed face to face. Each one bears
the image of the other. The opposite mirror's reflected image resembles its
material form. Each mirror produces its own image as reflected by the one
facing it. The images of the one and of the other appear in the three modes of
being'" that differ &om one another (L t ~ IilAU-l ~ t4 s ~ l 5J5 Jl~< ~ Lt).
74) On the Trinitarian doctrine of Yahya ibn 'Adi read in Avril Mary MAKttnoUF, "The
Trinitarian Doctrine of Yahya Ibn 'Adr", ParOr 10 (1981), pp. 37-50.
75) Cf; SSVFRUS OF ANTIOCH, Latter LXV, in Ernest W. Baoozs, "A Collection of Let-
ters of Severus of Antioch From Numerous Syriac Manuscripts" PO 14 (1920)
. 3-68.6) Ibn Adi uses a term JL that renders the differences among the hypostases. The
term is also found in Aba RS'ila who applies an expression fisl Jt
that corresponds to theGreek concept of xpozos rile uzdipgsmg or rpdzoq ttl!; uzomdasteq i.e. mode of existence orsubsistence. However, in Arabic, the Greek term rpdzog is rendered rather by ~. Th
dJ, w ich is translated by mode, suggesis that Abu Rs'ita thinks about the mode (sa) not in
general categories bui more specifically as a property that constitutes a mode of divine Being.
Therefore, we tind fl~ JL as a mode of existence (or subsistence) of the essence (~n) in
each hypostasis. In Greek theology, the concept of xpdzor,szdpgcmg was developed mainlyby two Cappadocian Fathers, i.e. Basil of Ceesarea, aud Gregory ol'Nyssa, for whom the term
was only a part of the definition of person. According tn both theologians, the difference
between thc modes, which are to be understood as individuating characteristics, do not imply
the difference of substance they share. One may also suppose, that the "mode of exist-
eucc/uzaprsq", as applied io the divine persons, may point to the origin of the Son, and the
Spirit from their common source. For Theodoret of Cyrrhus, who adopted Basil's understand-
ing of the concept, the subsistence does not designate a complete person, the properties (xd
istzov) of the divine persons (zp6atozov) do not present the substance (ouoia), but they are
ihe indicators nf the subsistence (uzomamg), and they mark out (
staotlisafvstv) the mode ofexistence (trig uzdp)ste!; xpbzoC). Cf. HAsts Aso RhrrA, Al-rtsalat al-ula ft I-Tatut al-
muqaddas, in Sandra Toenies KRArtNo, Defending the "People of Truth "in the 2
!Iamlc Peri-od. The Apologies of Ahu Ra 'tta (Brill„Leiden, 2006), p. 194; GRFcmatvs NvsssNius, Canna
Eunumium, in Werner JARGER, Gregorli Nysseni Opera (Leiden, 1960), 1.216; 1.496-497;
3.2.42; BASILIUs CAESARENsls, Adversus Eunomium 5, in PG 29, 680A, 681C; Sidney GRIP-
Fmi, "Habib ibn liidmah Ab6 RS'i(ah, a Christian mutahatli m of the First Abbasid Century",
Orlens Chrlstianus 64 (1980), p. 185; Louis GARntrt', "HSI", in Bernard Lswis — al., The
Encyclopaedta of Islam (Brill, Leiden, 1986), voL III, pp. 83-84; George L. PRss'I'toF., God in
Patristic Thought (London, 1952), p. 245; Lucian TURcsscu, Gregory u
f Nyssa and the Con-cept of Divine Persons (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2005), pp. 103-106; Vasillije
VRANtC, The Constancy and Development in the Christology of Theodoret o
f Cyrrhus (Brill,Leiden, 2015), p. 93„Vasillije VRANtC, "The Cappadocian Theological Lexis in the Exposltlo
7 Pp.
y s-. e wor
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The first mode is that of the image reflected in the first mirror, which is the
cause (~ ) o f the existence of the other two modes («qadis~5 ~ Ll &l
QS(.). The second mode is concerned with the image of the first mirror re-
flected in the opposite mirror, while the third mode is found in the ftrst mirror,
which reflect the image coming flum the opposite mirror.
This technical description of the reflection is further enriched by a theo-
logical interpretation. According to ibn 'Adt„ the first mode described above
resembles (Ji4) m existence (s5 5i) the Father, who is the cause (bio)" of the
Son and of the Spirit. The second mode, which is proper of the image found
in the opposite mirror, is said to resemble the Spirit, who is sent and derived
(I >L I ' .. ) from thc Father. Finally, the third utode, found ln the hnagc that
appears in the first mirror, is proper to the Son, because he resembles the
Father in two respects: he is his figure (oui g) and his existence remains in
the Father's essence (~qt ~5 ~Vl ~13 «3 ss~5). The three modes are said
to be the three attributes (uU441 Ml) or three subjects (utah'5 D), each
with a distinct reality (~ ) ' " . Each reality (~ ) - a new term introduced by
rectos bidet of Theodoret of Cyrrhus", Philotheos 14 (2014), pp. 133-136.
77) Yahya ibn 'Adi makes an intentional use of two terms related to two different con-
cepts of the cause. As Richard Frank maintains, the term ~ was used in the halam to desig-
nate the element in a chain of causes that leads from some initial act to a resulting event in
another subject iban that in which the sequence was initiated. Meanwhile «Is denotes the
direct or primary determinant cause that produces the efl'ect in an iminediate and necessary
way without any other casual factor. Cf. Richard FRANtc, "Al-Ma'na: some rcflections on the
technical meanings of the term in the traldm and its use in the physics of Mu'ammar", in
dournol of the American Oriental Society 87 (1967), p. 251; Richard FIL«Nk, Beings and thetr
attributes. The Teaching of the Bastian School of the Mu 'tazila in the Classical Period (State
University of New York Press, Albany, 1978), pp. 112-113.
78) In his triad of intellect-intelligent-intelllgtble, ibn 'Adi maintains that the reality of
the intellect does not imply (Js««'( Y5Jill «'I ~ ~ Y ~ ~ 2s) th e other two
realities; it is different (tie) from them, but all the three y4 belong to the same essence (~n)or substance (ss~). The divine substance (~P ) is one and undivided but yet described by
the three realities (yL ), properties (~Iss-), and attributes (~t>L«). Regarding the historic use
of the term in the Islamic circles, it is worth noting Mu'ammar ibn 'Abbad al-Sulamt (d, 830)
for whom ~ r epresents the principle oi' individuation of one substance &om another. Frank
suggests understanding ~ as "an inuinsic, determinant cause of' some real aspect of the
being of the subject". For wolfson, ~ is synonymous to the Greek Iipaylta (thing), while
Yabya ibn 'Adr interprets ~ as "an existing thing", "an existential and essential reality", or
us this what "designs the definition ol'a thing'", "a substance that has a certain deflnition", and
aS "a reality" that defineS thC DiVine hypOStaSiS (fear ~~ ~ IS fear J5 ~ f . ' Iii I>>' J5~~YI>J. sd>II ~ s>h)". However, it is not to be identified with the substance (gawhar) as
such. Cf YAHYA IEN 'Aoi, MaqaYafi sihhat, pp. 18-19; YAHYA IBN 'Aol, htaqaYa fitabvfn al-
wagh attadf 'alayht yastbb atqawt p I-Barr galla wa-ta'ala lnnahu gawhar wahld du talal
bawass iusarnmrha l-lvasara aqunfm, p. 55; Harry A. WoLI'soN, "The Muslim Attributes and
the Christian Trinity", in Harvard Theological Review 49 (1956), pp. 4-5; jameI-.E.
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ibn 'Adl to the Trinitarian theology - is individualized by the mode (JL ),
and is close in meaning to f5dl"
The reality (~) is, thus, a thing that truly exists; it is what expresses
the definition of each image and makes them different (Jth), but yet united.
This way of exposition is important because of its theological approach. The
Father is confirxned as the principle of the Son and of the Spirit. The latter is
said to come from the Father by his procession from him. The Son, con-
versely, remains in the Father and is his own image (s[xoiv, Iz~l) . This
detail may also point, though implicitly, to the doctrine on the Trinitarian
perichoresis. Thc analogy of the mirrors presents a new way of speaking
about the Trinity. In this case, Ibn 'Adi avoids using well-known terms like
qadi, and choses instead to deal with the modes (JI5 il) that are defined and
individualize a proper reality (~) , He recognizes the Father, who is the
principle of thc Trinity, and speaks about the particular emission of the Spirit
(~ ) , as a way of origin gent ')different 6'om the Son's (t.-jL ' ~) '.
F. 'ABDALLAH IBN AL-TAYYIB(D. 1043):
Treatise on the Trinity and the Unity
This 11 -century Nestorian philosopher and physician wrote some short
works for the clarification of the doctrine on the Trinity". His texts contain
few analogies and only his analogy of Zayd will be presented here.
This short treatise wns perhaps the development of a shorter text
(Maqalah fi 1-tatht). Gerard Troupeau divided it into ten sections that deal
pp. 80-84,
80) Cf. Jn 14:10 and Cot 1:15.
BRNCunuat, "Ma'iur', in Clifford E. BoswoRrtt, E. von DONzeL, Bernard Lewis, Charles
Pet.Lwr, The ErrcJrdopaedia of tslam (Brill, Leiden, 1991), vol. 6, p. 347; Richard FRr!Nit,
"AI-Ma'nih Some Reflections on the Technical Meanings of the Term in the Kalam and iis
usc in the Physics of Mu'ammar", in Journal of Amertcarr Oriental Society 87 (1967), p. 252;
Hano~, La trinnd, pp. 168-169; Emilio pr.rior!, YahJra ibn 'Aait. Thdologten chrdtien et
philosophe arabe, Sa theo!ogle de 17ncarnation (Depattament Orientalistek, Leuven, 1983),
79) "And one should not doubt also that thc reality ~) of each one of the three modes
(~ ! J!p 'tt!) is differen (srb) &om the reality of the other two. The reality that is existing in
s [polished] metal differs from the reality that is in the image reflected (114 ) from the oppo-
site mirror to the first one, and the reality of the image that is proceeding to the opposite
mirror, reflected from it, until it reaches [the first mirror], is yei different reality from the
other iwo". 1RN 'ADI, Maqa(afiti(that, PP. 16-17.
81) Cf. InN 'Ant, Maqdla fi Sihliat, p. 21.
82) To mention such treatises as: ISN At;TAvvtn, Maqala fi l-tallest, pp. 71-89; IRN At.-
TAvvtn, Maqalaft l-tatlrt wa-l-tawhtd, pp. 105-123.
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with crucial themes of Christian theology, such as the oneness of the divine
essence and the multiplicity of the hypostases; the threeness of the divine
attributes and their proper understanding in theological discourse. The anal-
ogy of Zayd is situated at the beginning of the treatise, where the focus is on
the issue of the oneness and multiplicity in God.
There is a similar thing is the world. For Zayd, who is numerically one
(s~II A 15 5A5), has three modes (Jl~i ~%) [of existence]: whiteness,
writing, and geometry. So his essence is one (tml5 aQI), and this is the
individual ~ i) w h o receives these modes (Jis 'li), and the attributes
existing in him are three (~% w' Ss~gI aLL 5). If his essence (43) was to
be taken (rom each of his attributes, then the enflty (~I) being formed
by the essence and the attribute would have been different (~) trom the
entity being formed of the same essence and other attributes. Thus the re-
«lity (~) of white is not the reality of geometrician, who is Zayd"'.
The author begins the treatise by explaining the basic terms of theologi-
cal reasoning; substance, attributes, and hypostasis, The divine substance is
said to be the Creator's essence, which is one (gl (5JLII ~le jl 4. >L'. gp lj
o~l5 hst ub w). The attributes (~~) , on the other hand, are the realities
(ul ) that exist in the essence; but they are not the essence, which subsists
on its own (Q~ 4' ls ulh 55 ~libel ad e~y~ oL Q l Q >1' uL4dl5)~.
The attributes, called also "realities" (Ot ), are defined as: paternity (e5.(),
sonship (e5.), and emission (~1 .'I) . His analogy also defines f5ri that is
83) InNAI fAYYIB, Maqala jii-tai!II wa-l-tawhrd, P. 109.
84) cf IBNAI fAYYIB, Maqalafil taIIII wa l tawhrd p. 109.
85) On one hand ~ is identified with LLe, hnt on the other, the kalam considered it to
be an immediate, intrinsic casual determinant; ~~ of paternity may be considered the im
mediate cause for the first hypostasis of the Trinity to be called the Father, Similarly, ~ o f
sonship as a cause of the second hypostasis to be called thc Son, and ~ of procession as a
cause of the third hypostasis io be called the Spirit. Similar understanding of the function of
is evident in ibn al-'fayyib's analogy of Socrates who is said io be white, warm, and wise
because of different realities perceived in him (aI+ ~ Is~pi iqI+I ~ ~ i l I 5J 3ri~ OIiIIIs ol ji w' s5 stl+ I ~ ~ & l I315 zL ). Another approach to the issue of three attributes
(or properties) of the divine hypostases worth noting is presented by the author in his short
treatise entitled in Arabic Naqala tnuIJtacariha ji' I-aqanFmi wa gawhari wa 'an al ji'I li-I-
gawhurt where, instead of the realities ~i, the author speaks about the three acts (jI'I) of
the substance that belong io it (i. LLI J„—. ~ ~luYI ~ w-b Js ~ ~ ~ h ~ l ~
~~ I D a ~ ~ IJI I Oi5 Olt f i rYI AAI). See Gerard TROUPEAO, " Le traitd sur les
hypostases et Ia substance de 'Abd Allah ibn al-Tayyib", in J.M. BARRAL (ed.),orientalia
Hi spaniea sive stadia F. Ar. Parj ea octogenario dieata, Leiden, 1974, vol. I. p. 641; IBN AL-
'I'AYYIB, Maqala fi I-tatlit, p. 83; Richard FRANK, "Al-Ma'na: Some Reflections on the Tech-
nical Meanings of the Term in the Kalam and its use in the Physics of Mu'ammar", in Journal
oj' Anteriean Oriental Society 87 (1967), pp. 252-253.
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conceived as a combination of ~i~ with each of ~L4 .
The analogy of Zayd follows the theological introduction to the sub-
stance and the attributes, but its text appears to be distinct from the doctrinal
notion presented in the preceding section, primarily because of the absence
of the terminology introduced there. Moreover, the vocabulary in this text
repeats the language already encountered in ibn 'Adi's exposition.
Ibn al-Tayyib presents an analogy that is short, concise, and relatively
easy to understand. There are two groups of expressions that refer either to
the substance or to the hypostasis. With respect to former, Zayd is said to be
numerically one (a~it ~ty), his essence (~ta) is also one, and as such, he is
considered a single individual (~ i). The essence of individual has three
modes (Jt~i ~A ) that are also identified with his personal attributes
(~LL ), i.e. whiteness, writing, and geometry . None of them can exist in-
dependently. The two terms Jt~i and ~W used here to render the multi-
plicity are apparently synonymous. As for the term ~, i t designates the
three different and distinct realities found in Zayd. They are to be identified
with hypostasis that is a combination of essence (~is) and attribute (~)"'.
The examples of the Trinitarian analogies presented above, firstly
demonstrated their supporting role in illustrating the mystery of the Trinity.
Their diversity was inspired by both nature, which indeed has its revelatory
function, and the Bible sheds light on the doctrine through different aspects
and from different perspectives. It is evident that the analogies were not only
restricted to illustrate such a fundamental, yet general, notion on the Trinity
as the ui-uttity, but what is more interesting, they were able to deal with
much more theologically refined teaching such as relations or processions.
Another point worthy of mentioning is the rich theological vocabulary which
constitutes an indispensable part of these analogies.
CONCLUSIONS
ln the table below, the terms found in analogies are grouped in four cat-
egories that reflect the viewpoints from which the divine being can be de-
scribed. Each metaphor speaks about the Trinity, thc threeness of its persons
and the oneness of their divine nature. These aspects are expressed in the
86) ibn at-Tayyib, in his analogy of Socrates, uses yet another aet of attributes, such as:
white (~j), warm (~l ), and knowing (ji tr ). Cf. In@ AL-TAvvtn, Naqala pl-taflri, p. 82.
87) cf. Inn At.-TAYvtn, Magala fi I-ratlTg w-l-tawhrd, P. 118.
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terms proper to each author. In most cases, the doctrine on the Trinity is also
supported by expressions that refer to the relational character of the hitra-
Trinitarian life. The teaching on the relations is, in fact, crucial for the Chris-
tian belief in the Triune God, since it attempts to answer a very fundamental
question: How or why is God three, while nevertheless remaining one? As
shown above, the theologians do not neglect, in their symbolical language,
the core of their theological thought, which is not only pictured, but also
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Table 2. Theological terminology transmitted by the analogies.
As noted in the introduction, the paper is an attempt to evaluate the con-
tribution that the Trinitarian analogies made in the difjfusion of Christian
theological terminology in Arabic. This was not an easy task because of
differences between the texts. As we saw in 2.1 and 2.2, not all analogies
presented here are closely linked to the doctrinal notion that plays an im-
portant supportive role with respect to the terminology. The study has shown
that the mere closely an analogy is related to the doctrinal notion, the more
theological terms penetrate it. The metaphors that are presented in this paper
were selected from among forty analogies that appear in the writings of these
Arab theologians. Although most of them do not contain theological terms,
twelve of them are indeed important for our study.
With respect to the structure, the form of the analogies dated back to the
8 and the 9 centuries is characteristically simple and concise. It can be
assumed that, as long as they were kept in this form, they were visual ex-
pressions that could be easily learned by heart and repeated by the faithful.
This was of great importance for the knowledge people had of the funda-
mental principles of the faith they professed. Given that the apologetical
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treatises were composed to strengthen the faith of the faithful, the metaphors
were also very helpful in for the defense of the faith in the new religious
context. From the 10 century on, the role played by the analogies in theo-
logical discourse on the Trinity noticeably decreased, in terms of their num-
ber and terminological saturation.
As Table 2 shows, the Trinitarian analogies contained many specialized
terminology, proper for the theological discourse on the Trinity. As the sym-
bolical language played an important role in presentation of the doctrinal
nuances, the metaphors also became a great means for conveying Christian
theological language, which, in the 8 century and the beginning of thc 9
century, was in its formative period. The terms presented above describe the
Trinity from various angles. They refer not only to such general concepts as
substance or hypostasis but also concern such refined and fundamental for
theological reflection issues, like intra-Trinitarian processions, relations and
based on them reciprocal distinctions. Such a composition of easy-to-learn
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